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Fishing for pike, 
zander and other 
predators is in 

many ways the perfect 
method; it looks right, it 
moves right and it smells 
right. For that simple 
reason a natural bait, 
whether dead or alive, is 
second to none when it 
comes to attraction. 
However, there can be 
problems with 
traditional hooking rigs, 
not least with the takes 
to fish landed ratio.
 One of the main reasons 
why it can be very difficult to set 
the hook is that when a big pike 
or zander attacks, the predator 
locks its jaws solidly on the bait 
to make sure the prey can’t get 
away. When the bait is locked in 
the jaws in this way, it can be 
difficult to set the hooks 
properly. Only when you pull so 
hard that the hooks are torn out 
of the baitfish, or both baitfish 
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CATCH 
The author with a 
nice zander that just 
needed to glance at 
the Twinex hooks to 
get hooked



In order to get the right 
effect, where the hooks 

can move even though 
the bait fish does not 

move a millimetre, it is 
important that the float 
stop sits relatively loose 

and at least 5-7 
centimetres away from 
the upper Twinex. For 

this purpose, I have had 
good experiences with 
semi-transparent, soft 

silicone stops such as 
the ones from Zebco 

and XPS
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The semi-sliding release-rig with Twinex 
hooks makes it possible to move the hooks 
inside the mouth of the predator and hook 
the fish, even though the baitfish is locked 
solid between the jaws of the predator. If 
you use two float stops (not shown here) 
you will be able to adjust the friction 
needed to release the hooks

THE SEMI-SLIDING RELEASE-RIG
In this rig, the release effect is created by the 
Twinex hooks (a), which are loosely set in the 
baitfish and easily torn out in the strike. In 
order to avoid the hooks coming loose whilst 
fishing, the baitfish is solidly anchored to the 
rig with a single hook in the top part of the 
mouth (b). The single hook slides on the 
trace, and to avoid the Twinex hooks pulling 
out by mistake during fishing a soft float stop 
(c) is mounted between the single hook and 
the upper Twinex. The float stop acts as a 
buffer against pulls in the rig from waves or 
sudden movements of the boat. But when 
you tighten up the line on the strike, it is easy 
to pull the hooks out of the bait, and move 
the hooks inside the mouth of the predator – 
only countered by the slight resistance of the 
float stop. The float stops slides down the 
trace until the Twinex gets a firm grip, even 

though then bait is locked solid between the 
jaws of the fish. All you have to do is to strike 
with a power that overrides the slight 
resistance from the float stop, which is very 
easy to do, even with a relatively soft rod. 

In this way, it is possible to present your bait 
just as effectively as with the treble hook-
rigs you normally use, but without 
losing nearly so many fish. In 
other words, you will land 
more fish, because it is 
much easier to set 
the hooks when 
striking.

and hooks move in the mouth of 
the fish, do you stand a chance 
of setting the hooks properly. 
 What most often happens is 
you strike without being able to 
put sufficient pressure on the rig 
to move the hooks, or the bait 
with the hooks. After a few 
seconds or more, the predator 
loosens its grip on the bait, 
because it can feel that 
something is wrong, and 
because the hooks are not set 
yet, it is easy for the fish to spit 
out your rig.
 This is the main reason why 
many bait fishing pike anglers 
most often use very powerful 
and stiff rods – rods that are 
completely overpowered when 
viewed in the light of fighting 
abilities of even big pike. 
Powerful rods will make it less 
difficult to set the hooks, but do 
little to solve the problem with 
bad hooking – it only makes the 
problem slightly less. 
Unfortunately, the more 
powerful and stiffer rods you 
choose in your attempts to 
obtain better hooking, the more 
likely you are to lose the hook 
hold during the fight, because 
the hook wounds get bigger and 
the lack of penetration makes it 
more likely that the hooks fall 
out.
 Pike anglers aware of the 

above-mentioned problem 
normally try to minimize it by 
hooking the baitfish so loosely 
on the hooks that it becomes 
easier to pull the hooks out of 
the baitfish during the strike. 

The problem with this tactic, 
especially for inexperienced 
anglers, is that you easily lose a 
lot of baitfish, because they 
simply fall off the hooks during 
fishing. Even worse, you put the 

baits out and fish for a long time 
without baits, because you think 
they are still on the hooks. 
Especially in winter, it can be 
very time consuming to catch 
good baitfish of the right size. 

The fact that the 
Twinex hooks point 
both backward and 
forward at the 
same time means, 
that you shall be 
very careful when 
unhooking, you can 
easily get hooked 
yourself
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Hooking them so loosely that 
you risk losing a lot of them and 
perhaps running out of baitfish 
halfway through an otherwise 
promising fishing session is, 
therefore, not a good solution.

TWINEX HOOKS
For many years I have discussed 
this very important and 
previously unsolved problem 

When the float stop, as 
shown here, has been 

sliding down to the hook 
after having fought and 

landed a pike, it is a good 
sign that the float stop has 

the right friction against 
the trace. If the stop stays 

in its original position 
when striking, the rig does 

not work as it should. In 
which case change the 

float stop and use a softer 
version with less friction 

on the trace

with my fishing mate Søren 
Beck, and a day recently 
occurred where we talked 
about this topic once again. We 
decided to do some 
experiments with the new 
Gamakatsu Twinex hooks. On 
these hooks the treble branch 
that goes into the bait is smaller, 
thinner and turned the opposite 
way of the other two big 

branches. The advantage of this 
is just at obvious as the 
problems. They hook fantastic, 
because the branch that sticks 
into the baitfish is opposite to 
the others. This means that 
when striking they are easily 
pulled out of the bait and into 
the mouth of the predator. 
However, this is exactly the 
same property that makes it 

Because the hooks are 
released from the bait fish, 
you also stand a better 
chance of using the bait fish 
again, because it has not been 
ground between the teeth of 
the predator during the fight 
as it can with normal rigs

difficult to cast the bait without 
losing it.  
 When fishing livebaits from 
boats the most used method is 
to gently put the baitfish over 
the side of the boat and let the 
line out whilst drifting. Set out 
this way, the baitfish are not 
torn off the hooks – and stay 
alive longer because they are 
not damaged by the impact of 
hitting the water. 
 Slow trolling with baitfish is 
therefore a good way to fish 
with Twinex hooks, and already 
during the first experiments it 
became clear that the 
frequency of lost pike decreases 
when using the Twinex hooks. 
However, somewhat 
predictably, we tended to lose a 
lot of baitfish, and fish 
inefficiently much of the time, 
simply because the bait can fall 
off the hooks without the angler 
knowing.
 Since the first experiments 
with Twinex hooks and bait fish, 
I have spent many hours 
experimenting with rigs to solve 
the problem and constructed a 
rig that easily releases from the 
bait during the strike without 
risking the bait falling off the 
hooks whilst fishing. The result 
is a semi-sliding release rig with 
Twinex hooks.



Jens Bursell with 
a beautiful pike 
caught on the 
semi-sliding 
release-rig

HOW TO MAKE 
THE RIG
The semi-sliding release-rig can be 
made from all types of trace 
materials normally used for 
predator fishing with livebaits – 
multistrand wire, flourocarbon and 
hard mono. A rig with two hooks 
made with hard mono is produced 
this way.

1) Tie a Twinex at the end of the 
trace. 2) Depending of the size of 
the baitfish, you tie the next 
(upper) Twinex onto the trace 
with a knotless knot 7-15 
centimetres up the trace. 3) Pre-
bend the end of the trace with a 
pair of pliers, and pull the float 
stop down the trace, until it sits 5-
7 centimetres from the upper 
Twinex. 4) Thread the end of the 
trace through the eye of the single 
hook, which is going to anchor the 
bait to the rig, and let it slide down 
the trace, until it stops in front of 
the float stop. The hook gape and 
point must turn in the direction of 
the Twinex. 5) Mount a swivel at 
the end of the trace, which is 
linked to the mainline.
 If you want to combine the 
abrasion resistance to teeth 
advantages of the wire with the 

When the predator locks the baitfish solidly between 
its jaws it can be almost impossible to move it 
between its jaws, but not with a semi-sliding release 
rig

When striking, the hooks move almost freely through 
the mouth of the predator, this is only countered by 
the slight resistance from releasing the opposite 
branch of the Twinex, and the slight friction from the 
float stop. In this way, you can set the hook properly 
even though the bait does not move at all
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Readers will notice that Jens has 
mentioned the use of special hard mono 
to make up traces. It was not without 
some thought that I decided to include 
these references in his article. Hard 
mono is a material that has been widely 
used for several years by predator 
anglers as trace material in many 

European countries, by anglers who 
appear to be just as committed to the 
cause of pike conservation as we are in 
the UK.

 But is hard mono as safe to use as 
wire in its many forms? Every European 
predator angler I have spoken to assures 

me it is. Personally, I remain unconvinced, 
but am I wrong? I have heard whispers of 
anglers in the UK using hard mono. I 
suppose the only way we can make an 
informed decision is by opening up the 
subject to more widespread debate. So, 
what do readers think. Over to you…
James Holgate

Photos: Jens Bursell and Peder Lichtenberg
Illustrations: Carsten Madsen

By using a line extension from the anchor 
hook, it is possible to obtain a longer free-
run of the hooks - and to fish a Twinex 
hook right at the snout of the baitfish. In 
most fishing situations it is not necessary, 
but there are no rules without exceptions

EXTENDED ANCHOR HOOK
In most situations it works perfectly with two Twinex hooks 
where one is set in the back just over the gills and the end 
hook is placed near the tail. But if you feel that the predators 
bite mainly the head of the baitfish, you can optimise the rig 
further by making an extension of the anchor hook, making it 
possible to set the upper Twinex at the snout of the fish. All 
you have to do is to tie a 5-7 centimetres piece of fluorocarbon 
or nylon to the anchor hook and put a small round rig-ring that 
slides on the trace at the end. Fished this way you get the same 
release effect even on a snout-mounted hook, because the 
extension makes it possible to move the hooks. As the 
extension of the hook only holds the bait, there is no need to 
use a heavy line that could interfere with a good presentation. 
However, don’t make it too thin, so it tangles and is too easily 
damaged – 0.30 mm is a good compromise. 

lower visibility of fluorocarbon 
or hard mono, you can also 
construct the semi-sliding 
release rig as a traditional 
combi-link where the wire is 
linked to the low-visible part of 
the trace with a four turn water 
knot. Alternatively, you can use 
wire between the two hooks - 
and mount the fluorocarbon or 
hard mono in the eye of the 
upper Twinex.
 As you can see the semi-
sliding release-rig is very easy to 
make, so if you are experiencing 
an unacceptable number of pike 
coming adrift, give it a try.

HOW HARD IS MONO?

RELEASE WITH A STOPKNOT
Instead of a float stop, you can also use a stop knot. 
Remember to check that it slides correctly down the trace 
with an easy pressure, before sending your baitfish out. 

BENEFITS OF LIGHTER AND SOFTER 
RODS
When using release-rigs it’s much easier to set the hooks. 
This enables you to use lighter and softer rods, without 
compromising the hooking capability. As stiff rods creates 
bigger hook wounds – and do not absorb the shaking 
movements of a hooked predator very well – using softer 
rods will in many cases make for fewer lost fish on account of 
poor hook holds. 

EDITORIAL COMMENT

Jens Bursell 
with a Twinex 
release caught 
pike
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